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21-11-2015

To,
GM(Admn)
Rajasthan Telcom Circle
Jaipur
Sub: - Clearance of long pending wait list under Rule-8 in the cadre of TTA against the candidates succeeded in TTA LICE Result
announced recently
Resected Sir,
With reference to the subject cited above and letters under reference, we wish to bring your kind attention towards the chronic
issue of TTAs seeking transfers for out of the circle and/or within the circle under Rule-8 of transfer policy for the request transfer,
according to which, SSA office maintains a waiting list on it. Unfortunately, very small no. of TTAs have got their transfer under this
waiting list due to non-availability of substitute sought by respective SSAs. To overcome this practical difficulty, it was discussed in the
meeting held with your good self , it was requested that whenever a new recruitment(SRD) / LICE (PM to TTA) takes place for TTA,
waiting list under Rule-8 may please be operated.
Now, as it is evident that 15 TMs have been promoted as TTA now , and as “TTA” has become circle cadre now, we would be obliged
to make a suggestion that SSAs with having more no of Rule-8 cases, like Sirohi, Nagaur, Jaisalmer etc. may please be given preference
in allotment of TTAs by circle officeso that maximum nos. of TTAs who have been serving BSNL with their utmost efforts, may be
relived from their parent SSAs to the desired location.
By considering the above facts, we request your kindest intervention to sort out the persistent burning issue.
We assure that we will continue to give our relentless efforts in all aspects to bring the past glory of BSNL back.
Having full expectations from your kind side,

Yours sincerely,

Circle Secretary
SNATTA

